The possible existence of light and heavy sterile neutrinos may give rise to direct and indirect unitarity violation of the 3 × 3 lepton mixing matrix respectively. In the current work we study the potential of future accelerator neutrino facilities in probing the unitarity violation effects. Taking DUNE, T2HK and a low-energy Neutrino Factory (LENF) as working examples of future accelerator neutrino facilities, we study the distinct effects of direct and indirect unitarity violation on the discovery reach of the leptonic CP violation and precision measurements of θ 23 in the three neutrino framework. In addition, constraints on the additional mixing parameters of direct and indirect unitarity violation are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental establishment of neutrino oscillations [1, 2] requires non-zero neutrino masses and non-trival lepton mixing. With current data from solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrino oscillation experiments [3] , we can define a standard three neutrino oscillation framework with two independent mass-squared differences, where the solar (SOL) and atmospheric (ATM) mass-squared differences are given as ∆m is still unknown and referred as the neutrino mass ordering problem. Regarding the lepton flavor mixing, it is described by a 3 × 3 unitary matrix, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [4, 5] , which in the standard parametrization [3] can be described in terms of three mixing angles (i.e., θ 12 , θ 23 , θ 13 ) and one CP-violating phase (i.e., δ). At present, we have acquired good knowledge for the three mixing angles, but only limited information on the CP-violating phase. Therefore, measurements of the neutrino mass ordering and the CP-violating phase are the primary goal for future neutrino oscillation experiments. In addition, precision measurements of neutrino oscillations also give us opportunities to test the completeness of the three neutrino oscillation framework and to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model.
Additional sterile neutrino states, no matter whether they are heavy or light, will result in the unitarity violation of the 3 × 3 PMNS matrix if they are mixed with the three active neutrinos. The anomalies from short baseline neutrino oscillation experiments have provided interesting hints for the existence of light sterile neutrinos [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . On the other hand, sterile neutrinos at the keV scale are excellent candidates for the warm dark matter [11] [12] [13] [14] . From the theoretical point of view of the neutrino mass generation, sterile neutrinos are regarded as natural ingredients of the canonical seesaw models [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, the number of sterile neutrinos is arbitrary and the corresponding mass scale could range from the sub-eV scale to the scale of the Grand Unification Theories (GUTs) of 10 15 GeV.
For low energy neutrino oscillation phenomena, unitarity violation [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] is a generic consequence of sterile neutrinos and therefore can be probed in the precision measurements of the neutrino oscillation experiments. When sterile neutrinos are heavy and kinematically forbidden in the neutrino production and detection processes, they only have indirect effects on the 3 × 3 PMNS matrix, which is defined as indirect unitarity violation (IUV) [21, 23, 26, 28, 29] . In contrast, when the sterile neutrinos are light and participate in the neutrino production, oscillation and detection processes, their direct effects on the the 3 × 3 PMNS matrix will be very different from the heavy case. We define this scenario as the direct unitarity violation (DUV) [21, 23, 26, 28, 29] . Strictly speaking, the boundary of the mass scale for the IUV and DUV scenarios is process dependent [26, 28, 29] , but roughly it is located at the electro-weak interaction scale.
In a previous work done by one of the present authors [26] , we have derived the neutrino oscillation probabilities in matter with a constant density considering direct and indirect unitary violation in the lepton mixing matrix. Analytical approximation and numerical calculation for the distinct effects of the DUV and IUV are discussed. In the current work we are going to study the potential to probe the DUV and IUV effects in future accelerator neutrino facilities. Taking the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [30] , the Tokai-toHyperkamiokande experiment (T2HK) [31] and a low energy Neutrino Factory (LENF) [32] as the representative examples, we employ the GLoBES software package [33, 34] to simulate the aforementioned experiments, and discuss the distinct features of the DUV and IUV in the measurements of the lepton CP violating phase and the θ 23 octant. We also discuss the experimental sensitivity to constrain the new mixing parameters induced by the DUV and IUV effects.
This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly discuss the theoretical framework of neutrino oscillations in the presence of the DUV and IUV. In section 3, we describe the main setups of the considered experiments and their realization in GLoBES. The simulation results and physics interpretations are presented in detail in section 4. Finally we summarize in section 5.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this work, we consider the simplest (3+1+1) scenario with two additional species of sterile neutrinos, of which one is the light sterile neutrino and the other one is the heavy sterile one 1 . Fig. 1 shows two possible cases for the mass ordering of three active neutrinos, 1 If we consider the canonical seesaw realization of the neutrino mass generation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , there will be at least two heavy sterile neutrinos. Here we take the phenomenological 3+1+1 model to make the discussion as simple as possible. Effects of the scenarios with arbitrary numbers of light and heavy sterile neutrinos
The mass ordering schemes of the phenomenological 3+1+1 model in the current study.
where we consider both the light and heavy sterile neutrinos. Note that in the current work we only discuss the case of the normal mass ordering. the DUV and IUV effects for the case of the inverted mass ordering are similar to the normal mass ordering case.
In the (3+1+1) scenario, the full neutrino mixing is parametrized by a 5 × 5 unitary matrix U, which can be decomposed as [35, 36] 
where U 0 and V 0 are the unitary matrices while A, B, R and S are not, 1 and 0 stand for the identity and zero matrices respectively. The detailed discussions of these matrices can be found in Ref. [35] . The matrix V 0 in Eq. (1) can be parametrized using the standard parametrization as [3] 
are the same as this simplest case. 
where s ij ≡ sin θ ij , c ij ≡ cos θ ij andŝ ij ≡ e iδ ij sin θ ij with θ ij and δ ij are the rotation and phase angles, respectively. Note that although there are 6 additional mixing angles and 6 phases in A and R, only 6 mixing angles and 4 independent phases will affect the low energy neutrino oscillation experiments. The other two independent phases are of the Majorana type and do not appear in the neutrino oscillations [37] . These parameters can be divided into two separated groups:
• (θ 14 , θ 24 , θ 34 ) and (δ 14 , δ 24 δ 34 ) are parameters of the DUV describing the mixing between three active neutrinos and the light sterile neutrino. Since the light sterile neutrino can be produced and detected in the low energy experiments, these parameters will also appear in the neutrino oscillation probabilities as those standard mixing parameters.
• (θ 15 , θ 25 , θ 35 ) and (δ 15 , δ 25 , δ 35 ) are the IUV parameters that describe the mixing between three active neutrinos and the heavy sterile neutrino. The IUV affects the processes of neutrino production and detection, and therefore induce the zero-distance effects [38] [39] [40] in the neutrino oscillations.
To discuss the low energy phenomena of neutrino oscillations, the heavy sterile neutrino is not accessible and needs to be integrated out. Therefore we are left with a 4 × 4 non-unitary mixing matrix describing the mixing of three active neutrinos and a light sterile neutrino:
where U is just the 4 × 4 left-up truncated sub-matrix of the full 5 × 5 mixing matrix U. One can use U to calculate the oscillation probabilities in vacuum and in matter for the (3+1+1) mixing scenario, where both the analytical approximation and the numerical calculation can be found in Ref. [26] by turning off the mixing parameters of the second heavy sterile neutrino. In the current study, we use the full numerical method to calculate the neutrino oscillation probabilities in matter.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
In this section we first describe the simulation details for DUNE [30] , T2HK [31] and the LENF [32] , which are shown in Tab We take a baseline of L = 1200 km for the LENF and and consider a magnetized Totally Active Scintillator Detector (TASD) [32] with the fiducial mass of 20 kton and an energy resolution of 15%/ √ E. In addition, a near detector with the fiducial mass of 13 ton at the effective baseline of 2.28 km is assumed in our simulation [41] .
In the simulation, we employ the GLoBES software package [33, 34] to simulate the aforementioned experiments. The oscillation parameters of the three neutrino oscillation framework are take from Ref. [42] , which gives the fitting of oscillation parameters as ∆m • and δ = 277
• ) for the normal ordering case (or the inverted ordering case). We take the Earth crustal matter density as 3 g/cm 3 and the electron fraction to be 0.5 in the simulation. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present our simulation results of DUNE, T2HK and the LENF in the presence of the DUV and IUV effects. First, we start with a discussion on the potential to probe the DUV effects parametrized as a light sterile neutrino using both the near and far detectors [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] of the three experiments. To simulate, we generate the neutrino event spectra using the standard three neutrino oscillation paradigm. When fitting the data, we carry out the analyses with two different hypotheses: the DUV case (the DUV parameters θ 14 and ∆m • for i = 1, 2, 3). In Fig. 2 , sensitivities to the DUV parameters obtained from the near (far) are given with the dashed black (red) curves. In addition, sensitivities to the DUV parameters are also shown with (dashed blue lines) and without (solid black lines) the IUV effects using the combination of the near and far detectors. Comparing the dashed black and red curves, one can observe that the oscillatory behavior of the DUV effect with ∆m 2 41 0.1 eV 2 only appears at the near detector and will be averaged out at the far detector. Therefore, the far detector can only constrain the mixing angles θ i4 (i=1,2,3) rather than the additional mass-squared difference, which will induce significant degeneracy between the DUV and IUV effects. On the other hand, at the far detector,
we can obtain another observable signal of spectral distortion for the smaller mass-squared difference with ∆m 2 41 0.1 eV 2 . In order to illustrate the distinct features of DUV and IUV effects respectively, we will take the additional mass-squared difference of the light sterile neutrino as ∆m 2 41 5 × 10 −3 eV 2 . Furthermore, when we simultaneously consider both effects in the DUV+IUV framework, a stronger exclusion limit to θ 14 is obtained compared to the DUV case.
After fixing the value of ∆m 2 41 , we are going to discuss the potential to constrain the active-sterile mixing of the DUV and IUV effects at DUNE, T2HK and the LENF using their far detectors. In Fig. 3 the LENF has the best sensitivity on δ. For the DUV scenario as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4 , the presence of the light sterile neutrino can not destroy the determination of the θ 23 octant at the 3σ C.L.. In the middle panel we can also observe that the precision of δ will be reduced in the DUV scenario. This is because additional CP-violating phases from active-sterile neutrino mixing can mimic the CP violation effect in the standard case.
In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we illustrate the IUV effects on the determination of the θ 23 octant. It is noted that the introduction of the IUV effect will induce degenerate solutions in the opposite octant region at the 1σ C.L. for DUNE and 2σ C.L. for T2HK. However, the LENF is rather robust against the degenerate solution at better than 3σ C.L.. The different effects of the DUV and IUV can be understood by the fact that IUV can only induce rate corrections to the three neutrino oscillation, but DUV contributes both rate and spectrum signatures to the experimental measurements. Note that our DUV effect on the θ 23 octant is different from that in Refs. [52, 53] in the presence of the eV-scale sterile neutrino. The relatively larger mass-squared difference ∆m 2 41 in Ref. [52, 53] will be averaged out in the far detectors. Therefore, their conclusion is rather similar to our IUV case with the severe degeneracy problem in the θ 23 octant determination.
The DUV and IUV effects may have significant impact on the CP violation measurements [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . In Fig. 5 we show the discovery reach of the standard-like CP-violating phase δ for DUNE only (first column), T2HK only (second column), the combination of DUNE and T2HK (third column) and the LENF (fourth column). The upper and lower panels represent the frameworks of the DUV and IUV, respectively. Here ∆χ and Fig. 6 , we can observe that the discovery potential of CP violation induced by δ is better than that induced by δ new . This is because the standard CP-violating phase δ have more significant contribution than that of the new CP-violating phase as illustrated in the perturbative expansion of the neutrino oscillation probabilities given in Ref. [26] .
Because of the complementary roles of accelerator neutrino experiments with distinct baseline, beam configurations and neutrino oscillation channels [60] [61] [62] [63] This observation demonstrates that the sensitivity of the DUNE and T2HK combination is comparative to that of the LENF in the CP violation measurement.
Based on the above simulation results, we briefly summarize the feature of the impact from DUV and IUV effects. First, at the oscillation probability level, the DUV is parametrized by an additional mass-squared difference ∆m 2 41 and the new mixing angles, which will lead to the observable effects with both the rate and spectrum information. On the other hand, the IUV only has new mixing parameters which will only affect the oscillation amplitudes in the probability. In this regard, the new mixing angles and the standard neutrino mixing angles (e.g., θ 23 ) may have the same effects and will result in possible degenerate solutions to the mixing angle θ 23 . Second, both the standard CP-violating phase (i.e., δ) and the new CPviolating phase (i.e., δ new ) can induce observable CP violation in the appearance channels of neutrino oscillations. Therefore, the variation of one particular CP-violating phase in the parameter space would induce ambiguity to the other one, and thus reduce the sensitivity of the CP violation. Finally, we stress that an effective way to disentangle the effect of the standard three neutrino framework from the DUV and IUV effects is to combine different experiments with distinct baseline, beam configurations and neutrino oscillation channels.
V. SUMMARY
New physics beyond the Standard Model could cause new effects on the standard three neutrino oscillation paradigm. In this work, we have investigated the impact of one light sterile neutrino (i.e., direct unitarity violation) and one heavy sterile neutrino (i.e., indirect unitarity violation) in future accelerator neutrino facilities, DUNE, T2HK and the LENF.
We have obtained the exclusion limits in the sin 2 θ 14 − ∆m However, the IUV effect contributes to the amplitudes of oscillation terms and thus is only sensitive to the rate information in both the near and far detectors. Regarding the test of leptonic unitarity violation, we can obtain the levels of 0.06, 0.01 and 0.02 for the quantities
at the 2σ C.L. respectively. Both the DUV and IUV effects, if unknown, may induce biased solutions for the three neutrino mixing parameters, such as the octant of θ 23 and the CP-violating phase δ. It is observed that future accelerator facilities are rather robust against the DUV effect in the θ 23 measurement, and the presence of the light sterile neutrino can not destroy the determination of the θ 23 octant at the 3σ C.L. for all the three experiments. However, the IUV effect will be critical for the determination of the θ 23 octant. It is noted that the introduction of the IUV effect will induce degenerate solutions in the opposite octant region at the 1σ C.L. for DUNE and 2σ C.L. for T2HK. However, the LENF can determine the octant of θ 23 better than the 3σ C.L.. As for the discovery reach of the CP violation, because of the ambiguity of multiple sources of leptonic CP violation from δ and δ new , the discovery reach of CP violation from one particular source of δ or δ new would be significantly degraded by the other one.
In the aspect, the LENF has the best performance of measuring the CP-violating phases with the sensitivities better than 6σ for δ induced maximal CP violation and better than 3σ for δ new induced maximal CP violation in the presence of DUV and IUV effects. Finally, we want to stress that the combination of experiments with different oscillation channels, different neutrino beams and different detector techniques will be an effective solution to the parameter degeneracy problem and give the robust measurement of the θ 23 octant and the leptonic CP violation even if the direct and indirect unitarity violation are taken into account. We hope future accelerator facilities could help us to pin down the standard three neutrino paradigm and search for new physics beyond the Standard Model.
